
Paula MacKinnon


From: Paula MacKinnon


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:44 PM


To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov


Cc: brandon.elsner@noaa.gov; taylor.jordan@noaa.gov; julie.roberts@noaa.gov;


kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov; stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov; chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov;


timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov; craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Please Retract Your Statement


Dear Dr. Jacobs,


It is all very transparent. Your defense of the indefensible has given me my answer. We now fully


understand who the acting administrator of NOAA is. Thank you for showing us, so we can fully


understand how serious this is.


Let the investigation show exactly what occurred; a blatant, unprecedented and inexcusable


politicization of science and of our agency -  unfortunately entrusted to you.


And everyone Cc'd here, who abides by ethical standards, please work to bring this abuse of trust to


light.


Do not worry, I am not expecting a reply. I hope you are able to sleep well.


Sincerely,


Paula MacKinnon


Yarmouth, Maine.


On Monday, September 9, 2019, 10:53:54 PM EDT, Paula MacKinnon < > wrote:


Dear Dr Jacobs,


This message is for NOAA, but particularly to you as the acting administrator who I do blame for folding


under the pressure of the Secretary of Commerce likely at behest of the president. You likely


momentarily resisted; that is by no means a defense.  We understand that you may have been


intimidated with threats that you and others would be fired; that is by no means a defense.


You have been entrusted to uphold the integrity of this very important agency. Your decision to defy


science and to delegitimize the expert, informed advice regarding Dorian's pathway in order to provide


cover for the inaccurate ramblings of a highly insecure president is unacceptable, highly negligent and


you have harmed OUR agency in the process.


I am sure you will come to regret the day that you lost every once of your integrity and what is NOAA


without that? There is a way you can get it back. Please stand up and RETRACT your statement of


support for a deliberately false narrative. Remember NOAA works for us and does not answer to the


personal whims of erratic individuals, but to science that serves the people. We are not overreacting.


This is very serious.


Thank you and I would like a reply to this email.


Paula MacKinnon


Yarmouth, Maine
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